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Abstract: The use of in vitro stem cell models in toxicology represents an important opportunity to engage with the interplay of ethical and epistemological issues in regulatory science and technology. Stem cell toxicology has been
proposed to tackle epistemological, ethical as well as practical problems associated with the use of laboratory animals in toxicological studies to address a
shortfall in chemical risk assessments. This paper argues that these developments are problematic if viewed as simply ameliorating these problems in the
near term. Stem cell toxicology arises within a relatively novel intersection of
the ethics and epistemology of pluripotent stem cell research and animal experimentation. It appears to require an expansion and a diversification of ethical and regulatory oversight due to epistemological and regulatory dependencies on therapeutic stem cell biology, the entrenchment of data from animal
experimentation in toxicology, and the potentially novel implications of some
aspects of the research. Understanding the role of stem cell toxicology models
as model for will help to grapple their role in the transfer of knowledge between non-human animal models and humans as target systems. But advancing
chemical risk assessment will not be a matter of simply addressing a normative
problem by scientific and technological means.
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1. Introduction
For many years there has been a strong motivation to find alternative methods to investigate the potential toxicological effects of chemical compounds
on humans as well as their broader environmental impacts. Important pragmatic motivations include the cost of toxicology studies to government
agencies and industry and the significant shortfall in the testing of a rapidly
growing list of new chemical agents in circulation. In the US for example, the
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Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) ensures that the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) compiles and publishes a list of chemicals that
now stands at roughly 85,000 entries (United States Environmental Protection Agency Chemical Substance Inventory). The American Chemistry
Council – a representative of the US chemical industry – argues that “the
chemical industry is one of the most heavily regulated in the United States”.
While they add that the EPA has reviewed more than 36,000 chemicals and
2,700 have been subjected to regulatory action, whatever the presently accurate figure, regulatory screening is a central concern to government agencies
and the chemical industry.
The heavy dependence on in vivo animal models in toxicological studies is
evidenced by the huge volume of animals consumed. For example, the testing
of new drugs for developmental toxicity in the US still follows the core directives of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) safety tests called the
Goldenthal Guidelines introduced in 1966. An excess of 1200 animals (including fetuses) are consumed for safety tests (DeSesso 2017). It is estimated
that 70% of the cost of European Union’s 2006 regulations on animal experimentation is devoted to the testing of chemicals on animals, where 3,200 rats
are consumed per chemical (Hou et al. 2013). Higher throughput, less laborious and cheaper methods include alternative animal models (for example,
Zebrafish), the development of in silico computational toxicology (such as
the study of quantitative structure activity relationships QSAR), and in vitro
cellular assays including the use of stem cells.
Of course, the material costs of animal experimentation are but one significant factor. The ethical and regulatory implications of animal experimentation are another. In recent years there has been growing interest within the
philosophy of chemistry on the ethics of chemistry and the governance of
chemical risk. At the forefront of this work is engagement with the moral
responsibilities of synthetic chemists and negative public responses to chemistry as a field. The two issues are intimately linked. Joachim Schummer argues that calculating chemical risks are difficult because “every new substance
has an infinite potential of unpredictable properties […], such that risks are
unpredictable” (Schummer 2001, p. 117). Given that risk assessments have a
subjective component – “two people may differ in their moral judgment of a
general risk inducing action, without having a superior moral level for ‘objective’ decisions” (ibid.) – this places increasing ethical responsibilities on
chemists in their dealings with chemical risk and explains the often negative
public reaction to new chemical substances. In a similar vein, Jean-Pierre
Llored argues that the European Union’s REACH (Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) regulations “enhances research
in toxicology and ecotoxicology” while challenging existing approaches to
safety (Llored 2017, p. 99). There are “alternative procedures using inherent
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characteristics of substances, and amplify factors of damage or determinants
of scale to identify filters, thresholds, and screening conditions” (ibid.).
These regulatory changes contribute to the increasing adoption of alternative
methods to replace in vivo studies. In the US, the Tox21 Consortium comprising federal agencies including the Environmental Protection Agency, the
National Toxicology Program, and the Food and Drug Administration has
become a major impetus to research on alternatives to whole animal models
(National Research Council 2008). It is perhaps only becoming feasible to
tackle the regulatory shortfall because of increased focus on alternative
methods that aim at refining, reducing, or replacing the use of animals in toxicological testing. However, the ethical and epistemological implications of
alternatives to the use of in vivo animal models in toxicology have thus far
not received much attention in philosophy of chemistry.
In this paper, I focus on stem cell toxicology (SCT) – a major recent development aimed at tackling the normative problems of chemical risk assessment. My argument is that SCT does not overcome the ethical, regulatory,
and practical problems needed to tackle the shortfall in chemical risk assessments at least in the near term. The problems are structural and these structural characteristics drive some of the ethical and epistemic constraints on the
near term development of the field. SCT arises at the intersection of the ethics and epistemology of therapeutic stem cell biology and animal experimentation in toxicology. Rather than reduce the practical and regulatory pressures on the new research, it may well increase them. SCT is a nascent field
intimately connected with therapeutic stem cell biology – the biomedical
field associated with pluripotent stem cells (cells capable of self-renewal and
differentiation into the three main tissue types). Recent work in the philosophy of biology has highlighted the interconnections of representations in
therapeutic stem cell biology across a network of models including the cell
cultures themselves (Fagan 2016). SCT, as a redeployment of this network to
toxicology, is epistemologically dependent on the network of models in therapeutic stem cell biology. This dependence is especially obvious in the standardization of cell cultures, culture media, and laboratory protocols. Even established stem cell lines are subject to quality control before they can be investigated for their applicability to toxicology.
Due to the proposed use of human as well as non-human animal cells to
develop in vitro models, SCT will inherit many of the well-known ethical
problems and regulatory restrictions associated with therapeutic stem cell
research.1 In addition, while SCT is proposed as a strategy to develop replacement alternatives for non-human animals, agreement over evidential
standards in toxicology is a vexed issue. In spite of the problems with animal
experimentation, toxicology still remains dependent on animal experimentation data. The presumption that this data contributes to the validation of al-
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ternative approaches to toxicological testing cannot be ruled out. This might
be problematic if, on the one hand, the quality of this data is evinced given
the well-known drawbacks to extrapolation from non-human animals to human targets in toxicology, while on the other hand it contributes to the validation process. If animal studies contribute to the validation of new models
at least in the near term, then it will contribute to the ethical and regulatory
constraints on SCT. There might also be a diversification of ethical and regulatory constraints. Although the ethical issues associated with SCT are very
much an extension of existing problems associated with embryonic stem cell
research and animal experimentation, potentially novel ethical problems arise,
for example, with 3D brain organoid models that offer opportunities to explore developmental and other forms of neurotoxicity. They may introduce
novel entities that require additional regulatory protections and ethical oversight.
The fundamental message I hope to convey is that for the above reasons,
SCT will raise ethical and regulatory issues of potential interest to a wide
range of stakeholders. If not communicated carefully – for example if the
problems are treated as mainly technical problems associated with getting
novel in vitro models to ‘work’ in toxicology – it could undermine stakeholder confidence in tackling the normative problems of chemical risk. Addressing the shortfall in toxicological testing requires less of an inclination towards
seeking purely technoscientific fixes to normative problems and more recognition of the kinds of commercial and pragmatic pressures that underlie the
current shortfall in toxicological testing.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, I discuss the ‘high fidelity
fallacy’, which is used by some contemporary practitioners to motivate SCT.
The fallacy is an important part of William Russell and Rex Burch’s Principles
of Humane Experimental Technique (1959). Drawing connections with a
more recent view on the problems of inter-species extrapolation in philosophy of biology, I argue that some forms of SCT make the high fidelity fallacy
redundant. I then outline how the embryonic stem cell test represents a central SCT model. In Section 3, I address problems for the standardization and
validation of SCT models. Some of the normative implications of the dependency of SCT on therapeutic stem cell biology and a continued reliance of
data from studies of non-human animals in toxicology are outlined in Section
4. By highlighting the juxtaposition of ethical and regulatory issues at the
intersection of the ethics of animal experimentation and the ethics of pluripotent stem cell research, I argue that there may be an increase of the ethical and regulatory constraints on novel in vitro alternatives. Furthermore, the
potential development of brain organoid models may diversify those constraints. In Section 5, I draw on some recent philosophical literature on in
vitro models and the distinction between models of and models for in order to
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outline an important generative function for SCT models. I then draw my
conclusions.

2. The High Fidelity Fallacy and the Embryonic Stem
Cell Test
Toxicity in humans is difficult to investigate for the obvious ethical reason
that humans cannot be deliberately exposed to harm for scientific research.
This has resulted in the use of laboratory animals such as the laboratory
mouse and the rat as surrogates. The problem with using animals is that it
sidesteps one ethical issue while introducing another one, and – as the thalidomide case tragically demonstrated – extrapolation of data from model organism to humans can be deeply flawed because of profound asymmetries in
the effects of teratogens (compounds toxic to the developing embryo) on
humans and laboratory animals. The thalidomide case stands out as a stark
reminder of conflicting results from animal studies as well as with the unforeseen consequences (secondary effects) associated with chemical substances
for humans (Ruthenberg 2018). As some practitioners have pointed out, the
motivation for the study of developmental toxicity is in no small way associated with the thalidomide crisis (DeSesso 2017).
Recognition of the epistemological and ethical drawbacks to animal experimentation are perhaps most widely associated with Russell and Burch’s
influential Principles of Humane Experimental Technique (1959). Russell and
Burch are best known for the 3 Rs (replacement, reduction, and refinement)
in the ethics of animal experimentation, which has subsequently become part
of a ‘welfarist-reformist’ attitude, meaning that researchers seek “successive
short-term improvements to the status quo” in order to eventually realize the
goals of animal rights by acknowledging the ethical limits to animal suffering
while also acknowledging that human life deserves greater moral consideration (Franco 2013). Among other things, Russell and Burch also presented
relatively early theoretical reasons to doubt the veracity of causal claims derived from mammalian models when extrapolated to humans as well as offering positive suggestions about what kinds of models might be used instead.
And this has come to have some influence on the nascent field of SCT. Although hardly a ubiquitous motivation in the field, Russell and Burch’s ‘high
fidelity fallacy’ has come to be a spur to some SCT researchers (see Faiola et
al. 2015). The appeal of SCT is that mouse and human pluripotent stem cells
may offer potential in vitro replacements models for whole animal in vivo
models. Human pluripotent stems cells offer the appeal of not crossing the
species barrier. And by taking advantage of developments in the reprogram-
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ming of human somatic cells to a pluripotent state – human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) – it may be possible “to assess toxicity without the
ethical issues associated with the derivation and use of hESCs [human embryonic stem cells]” from human embryos (ibid., p. 5848).
The ‘high fidelity fallacy’ refers to the mistaken idea that mammals, due to
their relative phylogenetic similarity to humans, necessarily provide the best
model systems for human toxicological studies (Balls et al. 1995, p. 852).
Russell & Burch argued instead that in replacing one system with another,
discrimination trumps fidelity. Discrimination models able to reproduce a
particular property very well in a very different physical system are to be preferred for ethical and epistemic reasons to mammals with high fidelity in the
sense that model and target share general physiological and biochemical properties. Russell and Burch used the Herring Gull experiment to illustrate the
idea. The experiment demonstrates how the frequency of recently hatched
Herring Gull chick begging behavior increases when confronted by a stick
with a red tip and three well-marked white lines rather than a realistic model
of an adult Herring Gull head and bill (Balls 2013, pp. 12-13). An example
from toxicology is the Limulus amoebocyte lysate test, which remains a
standard drug test replacing rabbits by creating assays using blood cells from
the Atlantic Horseshoe Crab (Limulus polyphemus). The fidelity fallacy is
used to explain why model organisms, such as the laboratory rat, can fail to
demonstrate symmetric responses to humans when exposed to potential toxins. Russell and Burch were proposing an ethically and epistemologically advantageous form of black boxing where the desired correlation between a
specific property instantiated in the models and target system is to be sought
irrespective of the biological or physical principles underlying the justification of the model.
Russell and Burch’s fallacy represents an early recognition of a problem
now well-established among critical appraisals of the status quo in animal experimentation. In some ways at least, the fidelity fallacy shares concerns
raised in Hugh LaFollette and Niall Shanks’s (1995) account of the failure of
animal tests to establish the causal aspects of human disease. LaFollette and
Shanks ascribe this failure to the “modeler’s functional fallacy”: “Functional
similarity does not guarantee underlying causal similarity, nor does it make
such similarity probable” (ibid., p. 150). Hence even if, for example, cats,
rats, pigs, and humans all metabolize phenol in order to aid excretion, the
mechanisms vary considerably (ibid.). Furthermore, while a common evolutionary heritage suggests that animal models may provide “hypothetical analogue models” that can spur basic research in biomedical science based on
functional similarities, they do not provide “causal analogue models” that
represent the mechanism of most interest that depend on evolved properties
and subsystems (ibid., p. 151). So, while non-human primates demonstrate
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phylogenetic continuity with humans, this does not guarantee similarity of
mechanism either, for to draw an inference such as this would be to commit
the “modeler’s phylogenetic fallacy” (ibid.).
Russell & Burch’s aim was to suggest how one might look for more reliable models of biomedical phenomena in phylogenetically dissimilar models
(discrimination models). In this sense then, the high fidlelity fallacy is similar
to LaFollette and Shanks’s modeller’s phylogenetic fallacy. The use of discrimination models, however, might nonetheless commit the modeller’s functional fallacy. While discrimination models do not rely on phylogenetic similarity, presumably the reproduction of a particular property in a different system would appear to depend on an attribution of functional similarity in order for the discrimination model to be applicable to its target in toxicological
studies. In any case, as I will elaborate below, the problem with the high fidelity fallacy is that perhaps it is redundant in some cases, such as in in vitro
models utilizing human pluripotent stem cells. But first, what kinds of systems are stem cell toxicology models?
Arguably the most successful SCT model at present is an in vitro assay
known as the murine embryonic stem cell test (EST), which has been validated by the European Centre for Validation of Alternative Methods (ECVAM)
(Spielmann et al. 2001, pp. 31-32). It is the only validated in vitro pluripotent
stem cell assay that does not destroy animals directly because it uses established murine stem cell lines. The murine EST uses suspension cultures called
embryoid bodies to derive pluripotent embryonic stem cells. These cells are
used to determine the toxicity of potential teratogens by investigating the
ability of the stem cells to differentiate into healthy beating cardiocyocyte
(cardiac muscle) cells. It is also used to determine cytotoxicity (cell viability)
and is widely used in the drug industry to test lead compounds in preclinical
trials (Seiler et al. 2011, p. 963) and by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (Liu et al. 2017, p. 1529).
Although widely used and validated, the murine EST suffers a number of
drawbacks. First and most obviously, it utilizes murine pluripotent stem
cells. Prima facie, extrapolation to human targets suffers the same problems
as the animal models it was intended to replace (Liu et al. 2017, p. 1529). Second, it focused on a specific morphological endpoint – the formation of beating cardiac muscle cells. However, this reveals little information about developmental toxicity in other tissues, such as nerve cells, or more complex systems like organs as well as the associated metabolic activity that this kind of
in vitro models leaves out. An added difficulty with the model is that it is difficult to acquire accurate data on the beating heart muscle cells. It requires
considerable experience and skill to make the careful observations necessary
to collect data and avoid error (Seiler et al. 2011). Other forms of the murine
EST focus instead on gene and protein expression while others shift from
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murine to human embryonic stem cells (hESC) in order to overcome the
problems of interspecies extrapolation. Important examples of the human
EST can even take metabolomics into account where the molecular byproducts of cell metabolism are used as biomarkers of developmental toxicity. These can be used to construct quantitative predictive models as well as to
gain insights into underlying biochemical mechanisms in the early stages of
human development. There is an understandable desire to improve the validity and generality of EST across a network of models: from murine to human
stem cells, cardiac muscle cells to nerve and other cells, from morphological
to molecular endpoints, by integration with metabolomics, generating predictive statistical models and mechanistic modeling of metabolomic pathways,
and so on.
Although the high fidelity fallacy may motivate the idea that mammalian
models are an unreliable guide to developmental toxicity in humans, it does
not necessarily motivate the idea that SCT are comparable replacements to
discrimination models (if that is indeed what some toxicologists intended by
referring to the fidelity fallacy in motivating SCT). To describe them as ‘discrimination’ models seems to be in tension with the phylogenetic advantages
to procuring human cells to model human developmental toxicity. Rather,
one might argue that SCT models and their derivatives possess an epistemic
advantage relative to alternative bioassays, particularly non-human animals.
An argument from epistemic advantage might attempt to demonstrate that
human pluripotent stem cells are the best source of stem cells for in vitro
models for regulatory toxicology, thereby ameliorating problems of interspecies extrapolation. Furthermore, the use of ‘reprogrammed’ human somatic cells (hiPSC) might allow for the representation of the effects of human genetic diversity on toxicological responses at different doses. SCT
would be best envisaged as moving beyond the distinction between ‘fidelity’
and ‘discrimination’ models. Presumably the potential uses human pluripotent stem cells might be put – for example as a basis for more complex human
‘organoid’ assays as I will discuss below – would also tend to suggest that developments in SCT undercut the problems associated with the fidelity fallacy.

3. Standardization and Validation
Nevertheless, SCT is facing considerable technical challenges. An important
issue in the drive to reduce or replace animal experimentation in toxicology
generally concerns how to standardize laboratory practices, techniques, and
protocols to ensure quality control and how to validate new models. Standardization and validation would seem to presuppose agreed evidential stand-
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ards and relevant background assumptions in order to compare the performance of alternative models in preparation for regulatory approval. Problems
of standardizing laboratory protocols, cultures, and other factors can inhibit
the reliability of in vitro models. For example, primary laboratory rat cells
tend to provide phenotypically stable in vitro models due to their standardization in vivo – as a consequence of the primary cells being derived from
model organisms. Models using isolated cells, such as hiPSC model cardiomyocytes, are derived from multiple sources, using different (often proprietary) protocols, cell cultures, conditions, and maturation times that can lead
to heterogeneous cell populations (Gintant et al. 2017, p. 4). Furthermore,
there are important differences in phenotype, metabolism, and gene expression rendering hiPSC cardiomyocyte models more like fetal cells than adult
cells (ibid.). In vitro hiPSC models in toxicology may generate problems for
intra-species extrapolation.
The use of hiPSC in EST for studies of developmental toxicity – where
the aim is to determine the effects of potential teratogenic agents on the capability of pluripotent stem cells to differentiate and form healthy cardiomyocytes and other cells, such as hepatocytes and neural cells – obviously requires cell lines of sufficient quality to ensure the veracity of the toxicological
test. A recent report by the US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine highlights how cell cultures of all kinds “should be characterized sufficiently before, during, and after experimentation. Genetic variability, phenotypic characteristics, and purity should be reported in published
literature or on publicly accessible web sites or interfaces” (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2017, p. 68). Quality control in
all in vitro modeling remains an important issue and indicates that the quality
of pluripotent cell lines to be used in toxicology depends on reliable standards.
Compare the above to quality control of hiPSC within therapeutic stem
cell biology. The reprogramming of murine somatic cells and its subsequent
extension to human somatic cells (Takahashi & Yamanaka 2006, Takahashi et
al. 2007) offered a much sought after alternative to the derivation of human
pluripotent stem cell lines from human embryos. In order to validate hiPSC
models, practitioners had to determine their pluripotent potential. This initiated studies drawing on the more established knowledge and practices of
human embryonic stem cell biology. hESC are the epistemic standard used to
determine the pluripotent differentiation potential of alternative stem cell
derivation methods and cultures including hiPSC (Fagan 2013). hiPSC cannot be expected to replace hESC in the near term in therapeutic stem cell biology and developmental biology (Maienschein 2014). So long as hESC lines
fulfill an indispensable epistemological function in the validation of the pluripotent potential of hiPSC lines, they cannot simply by-pass the ethical is-
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sues associated with hESC, such as the destruction of human embryos including those associated with the procurement of human ova. hiPSC fails as a
‘technical solution’ for ethical problems in human embryonic stem cell research (Devolder 2015).
A similar predicament arises when pluripotent stem cells are redeployed
in toxicology. For example, toxicologists working for the Stem Cell Toxicology Group at the US National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
claim that the uptake of hESC in toxicology has been relatively slow in spite
of the envisaged advantages of hESC in not crossing the ‘species barrier’ and
that this might be as a consequence of ethical and legal restrictions (Luz et al.
2018, p. 32). While they argue that this means there are significant drawbacks
with hESC compared to hiPSC (as well as little evidence that hESCs are ‘better’ developmental toxicity assays), use of the latter – even well-established
hiPSC lines – depend on standards established for hESC lines in therapeutic
stem cell biology in to order determine and maintain the quality of all stem
cell lines. While the use of hiPSC lines in toxicology possess potential epistemological advantages, such as helping to understand differences in the response to toxins within the population (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2017, p. 57) and “personalized drug design” and
“personalized toxicology” (Sahu 2017), the supposed ethical and regulatory
advantages of hiPSC compared to hESC to toxicology are not clear cut for
reasons analogous to those in therapeutic stem cell biology.
While standardization of cell lines in toxicology is dependent on the practices of therapeutic stem cell biology, the validation of these alternative models is another matter. Validation of alternative models in toxicology aims to
establish applicability, relevance, or ‘fitness-of-purpose’ to a specific problem
in toxicology as well as their reliability as testing strategies that are reproducible across laboratories. One important asymmetry between therapeutic stem
cell biology and SCT is that unlike the validation of novel stem cell assays in
therapeutic stem cell biology, toxicology appears to lack consensus on
whether there is a ‘gold standard’ – an agreed evidential standard of validation
– or where there is agreement on evidential standards, toxicologists are divided as to its quality (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2017, p. 111). Model systems including the rodent cancer bioassays, and
reproductive and developmental toxicity studies in rodents, among other
model systems that have “inherent shortcomings and imperfections”, have
become “nearly indispensable for risk assessment” (ibid., p. 108). One problem here is the potential role of this data in validation studies. If data from
non-human animal experimentation contributes to establishing the applicability of alternative models as well as their predictive value, then this might
undermine the veracity of that project given the problems of extrapolation
discussed above. Other problems concern how limitations associated with
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existing assays motivate novel forms of whole animal assays. For example,
assays such as the US EPA’s ‘ToxCast’ have relatively narrow applicability
due to their design for the needs of the pharmaceutical industry. Both ToxCast and Tox21 lack assays for carcinogenicity, while ‘cell-based’ assays often
miss biological responses at higher levels of biological complexity (ibid., p.
67). Among the US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) recommendations to address these problems are “targeted
rodent tests”, genetically diverse rodent species (to tackle a lack of
knowledge of population wide sensitivities to toxicity) and transgenic model
organisms alongside expanding the application of -omic technologies (ibid.,
p. 4; p. 68). Toxicology appears to be ‘locked in’ to the technoscience of nonhuman animal in vivo models at least for the immediate future.
Presumably there is a rationale to underwrite the epistemological legitimacy of in vivo data despite the known problems. According to NASEM,
species differences are predominantly down to differences in pharmacokinetics and metabolism, which might be clarified by mechanistic molecular level
studies (ibid.). That inter-species differences might be predominantly a matter of differences in pharmacokinetics and metabolism suggests a potential
advantage to in vitro models that abstract away from some of these features
by omitting them, as in non-human and human forms of EST. One implication might be that non-human in vitro pluripotent stem cell assays do not
necessarily recapitulate precisely the same problems of extrapolation as in
vivo animal assays. Nevertheless, mechanistic studies required to underwrite
causal claims from in vivo test system to human targets would be needed to
legitimate the use of legacy in vivo toxicity studies to validate in vitro models.2
Yet it remains clear that the epistemological differences between in vivo
and in vitro experimental systems can be profound. For example, developmental toxicologist may use animal models to investigate how maternal metabolism can render normally benign compounds toxic in ways that cannot be
captured by in vitro pluripotent stem cell assays (Luz et al. 2018, p. 36). And
for other reasons, even the validated murine EST leads to false negatives for
known, strongly embryotoxic substances such as methyl mercury (Seiler et
al. 2011, p. 962). Establishing exactly how, why, and in which contexts false
negatives arise are not simply problems of abstraction and idealization in
modeling. There are other contributing factors, such as errors resulting from
attempts to coordinate results across laboratories with different protocols
and even different classifications of toxicity. As well as the inability of the
early murine EST to predict the strongly embryotoxic effects of methyl mercury, they also fall short in predicting the embryotoxicties of heavy metals
such as cadmium and arsenic, but this can be down to problems with statistical modeling or the choice of toxicity classification scheme. In other cases of
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toxicity, errors can result when models are constructed to investigate different stages of the developmental process (Seiler et al 2011, p. 963). Then
again, stem cell toxicology studies using human cells are much less advanced
than the use of murine stem cell systems. Species specific information regarding molecular mechanisms cannot be directly transferred to human pluripotent cells such as hESC, making it difficult to validate SCT models because
there are “fewer standardized differentiation procedures for hESC” (ibid.;
Yao et al. 2016, p. 443).
Alternatively, more evidence of the effects of chemicals on humans might
be gained through human epidemiological studies. While even moderate defenders of the use of animals in toxicology recognize the epistemological and
ethical limitations of animal studies, calls for a shift in the standards of evidence to human epidemiological studies may not only demand unethical
methods, they may be used by industry to delay regulatory action when
“high-powered animal tests [on carcinogenicity] are more reliable than typical low-powered, human epidemiological tests” (Shrader-Frechette 2008, p.
3). Such a view may go some way to suggesting epistemic and political
strengths to animal studies in toxicology. But redeploying pluripotent stem
cells from therapeutic stem cell biology to regulatory toxicology to provide
alternatives to animal experimentation without an independent epistemological standard of sufficient quality to validate novel in vitro and in vivo assays
for toxicity testing may also contribute to the slow regulatory acceptance of
alternatives to animals. Even in the presumably less problematic case of alternatives to whole animal studies of embryotoxicity, such as the murine EST,
validation does not coincide with regulatory acceptance (Luz et al. 2018, p.
36).
To summarize, the redeployment of pluripotent stem cells for toxicological testing transfers some epistemological characteristics of therapeutic stem
cell research and is dependent on this research for the standardization of its
experimental practices and models. Therapeutic stem cell biology is a complex interconnected network of stem cell systems or representations (Fagan
2016). SCT can be thought of as an attempt to extend part of this network to
toxicology. Furthermore, in spite of the vexed issue of evidential standards
within toxicology, SCT is dependent on the existing entrenched practices of
toxicological testing and chemical risk assessment using in vivo data and
models. But SCT problematizes the use of non-human and human tissues in
additional ways. In the next section, I argue that the intersection of the ethics
of pluripotent stem cell research and animal experimentation is significant
and problematic in ways that might have important implications for stakeholder responses to the nascent field. While this need not entail new ethical
issues, there is at least one example of the potential direction of research that
could have more novel ethical and regulatory implications.
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4. Increase and Diversification of Ethical and Regulatory Constraints
There are potentially a wide range of stakeholder positions on the ethics of
both animal research and the ethics of human pluripotent stem cell research.
The deployment of human pluripotent stem cells for non-therapeutic ends –
such as in toxicology – is a comparatively under-explored issue. Like therapeutic stem cell biology, the aims of SCT are in the public interest but the
redeployment of models for the development of alternative toxicological assays will not only rehearse existing ethical problems and regulatory concerns
surrounding therapeutic stem cell biology. An ethics of SCT focused on replacement alternatives in toxicology is structured by the intersection of the
ethics of embryonic stem cell research and the ethics of animal experimentation. While in vivo experiments have also played an important role in the development of therapeutic stem cell biology, developments in SCT engage
with perhaps a broader range of views when the desire to reduce potential
harms to the public as a result of the shortfall in toxicological testing is cast
in the context of a ‘comparative’ ethics associated with the intersection of the
ethics of human embryonic stem cell research and the ethics of non-human
animal experimentation. There may well be an increase of ethical and regulatory concerns about the research arising from conflicting views on the veracity of data from animal studies alongside the continued dependency of toxicology on animal data – even when attempts are made to provide alternative
models using human cells – alongside ethical and regulatory burdens associated with the procurement of human tissues. The intersection is likely to increase the number of stakeholders and increase stakeholder concerns about
the direction of this research. This will require care in how research and regulatory developments are communicated so as to not inflate expectations
about the ways in which alternative technologies can address ethical and
regulatory problems in toxicology.
The intersection of the ethics of human embryonic stem cell research and
the ethics of animal experimentation does not simply represent a contrast
between anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric ethics. For some, the failure to recognize the significance of the fidelity fallacy has resulted not only
in the continued suffering of animals, but also in the continued suffering of
humans due to the continued dependence on animals in flawed pharmacological testing (Balls 2014). One might think of the interlinking of harms to
humans and animals resulting from the status quo in pharmacology and toxicology, informally, as an ‘argument from shared (non-human animal and human) ethical burdens’ in the service of replacement alternatives. Harms to
sentient non-human animals and the indirect and unintentional harm to humans due to the flawed predictive nature of non-human animal models gen-
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erate obligations to seek safer replacement alternatives. The idea, then, is that
experimentation on non-human animals harms those animals and as a consequence of the predictive failures of these experiments it indirectly harms the
purported human beneficiaries of that research. The aim of the tests is to use
animals as surrogates for humans who cannot be experimented on directly,
but due to the problems of inter-species extrapolation, it turns out that
harms to humans can occur by proxy through a poor choice of model.
Perhaps a problem with an argument from shared ethical burdens is that
in the case of SCT, there are good reasons to believe that seeking replacements for animal experiments will increase the demand for human tissues and
it might also increase the demand for non-human animal studies if this data
contributes to the validation of alternative models using human cells in spite
of the problems with this data. The potential of SCT to contribute to the
ethical and epistemological reform of toxicology should not be given a gloss.
By redeploying human pluripotent stem cell research to toxicology, ethical
and regulatory restrictions may increase considerably beyond the current
constraints in toxicological modeling. It is not surprising then that some toxicologists note that an impediment to the development and validation of a
human EST is the ethical problem of embryo destruction in the derivation of
cells (Jannuzzi et al. 2016). Problems also arise with the use of established
hESC cell lines and not simply for the derivation of primary cells extracted
from human embryos. The use of established hESC lines may address regulatory issues in jurisdictions where research on human pluripotent stem cells is
legally permitted but the derivation of stem cell lines is not permitted. Nevertheless, the ethical and legal restrictions surrounding hESC have slowed the
uptake of these assays in SCT (Luz et al. 2018, p. 32). And while hiPSC research is particularly important in SCT and is being used to extend the EST
to culture hepatocytes, which are potentially crucial assays for toxicology, the
uptake of iPSC, like hESC, is also relatively slow due to technical difficulties
with the cell lines such as the ‘bias’ towards cell lineage of origin that can undermine their use in developmental toxicity testing (ibid.).
Another concern with SCT in the reform of animal experimentation in
toxicology is that it might be subsumed or sidelined by narrowly anthropocentric ethical concerns about the impacts of these new technologies. SCT
entails broadening ethical concerns to include those associated with human
stem cell research. Perhaps for some stakeholders it could entail too high an
ethical burden. For example, human tissues are subject to more stringent protections than those afforded to animals and raise additional concerns over
privacy and informed consent in human tissue procurement and storage, let
alone concerns over the ethics of human embryo research. Whether this is
the case is an empirical issue. Nonetheless, it seems reasonable to expect that
as increasing work on EST using human pluripotent stem cells advance, there
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will be increasing stakeholder interest in the ethics of SCT given that the ethics of human embryonic stem cell research and animal experimentation intersect.
Furthermore, while SCT may increase the need for ethical engagement
and regulatory oversight, it could lead to a diversification of ethical problems
and institutional oversight. Among the flaws attributed to the use of nonhuman animals to infer causal claims about toxicity in humans are the differences in metabolism and toxicokinetics between model and target. Model
organisms can therefore misrepresent metabolism and the toxicokinetics in
humans. But in vitro stem cell models, such as a human EST, are of limited
scope since they focus on a single endpoint (such as the differentiation of
healthy cardiomyocytes) and are abstractions in the sense metabolism is left
out. As indicated above, some toxicologists refer to these abstractions as a
means to explain why animal studies can fail to provide reliable data on human toxicology. In SCT, the problem of abstraction has perhaps more generative implications in the sense that it is an incentive to design model systems
capable of better representing the toxicity of compounds.
Take the development of EST since the early 1990s. The scope of EST has
been extended to include multiple endpoints not only associated with developmental toxicity but also functional toxicity as part of a growing network of
SCT models. There is a tendency in the development of in vitro models such
as human EST towards models purported to make increasingly general claims
about their targets using the same kinds of physical systems governed by at
least some of the same underlying scientific principles. As one source puts it,
“[…] it seems clear that cell biology is entering a new era in which mechanistic studies can be conducted in systems that are close in physiology to human
biology and that cell biologists should enthusiastically embrace this shift in
emphasis” (Drubin & Hyman 2017).3
Drubin & Hyman refer here – among other things – to the developing
technoscience of organoids. Organoids are self-organizing 3D structures derived from stem cells capable of recapitulating some aspects of organ function (Huch et al. 2017, p. 938). Among other things, organoids offer the potential to reduce animal experiments and may help in “closing the gap between preclinical drug development and human trials” (Bredenoord et al.
2017, p. 7). While organoid systems provide a new model system, much like
other novel applications of human pluripotent stem cell research, organoid
research will not abolish embryo research but might increase it instead because validation of these novel systems may require comparison with ‘normal’ human tissues at least in the near term (ibid., p. 3). Others see these developments as a threat to model organisms and basic research from application-driven, human tissue derived systems, such as organoids derived from
hESCs (Duronio et al. 2017, Huch et al. 2017). One of these sources argues
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“organoids will not and should not replace non-vertebrate model organisms
as discovery tools […] the best use of organoids may be to transfer
knowledge acquired in model organisms to humans” (Duronio et al. 2017, p.
1386).
Human organoid systems may possess significant advantages to both animal models and EST. For example, recent work by James Thomson – whose
research was responsible for the derivation of the first hESC lines – uses
hESC to develop a 3D model of neural cells using bioinformatics to correlate
toxicity affecting cell physiology with changes in gene expression profiles
(Hou et al. 2013). This work is part of the National Institute of Health’s Microphysical Systems Initiative,4 which is motivated in part by well-known
failures of animal experiments to warn of toxicity in humans (especially the
thalidomide case) and because cognitive changes like autism are difficult or
impossible to model in animals. In vitro models of human neurophysiology –
or ‘mini-brains’ – may be capable of modeling functional aspects of the human brain to improve toxicological testing, pharmacology, and disease modeling (Pamies et al. 2017).
Speculation on the future development of brain organoids includes the
possibility of conscious systems. Although these are currently only hypothetical, they may challenge an advantage to the use of human EST with respect to the ethics of animal experimentation. Given that in vitro assays based
on human pluripotent stem cell lines (such as a human form of EST) are not
conscious entities, an ethical asymmetry might be drawn between them and
conscious in vivo non-human animals such as mice and rats. However, developments in brain organoid research to study neurotoxicity motivated in part
by epistemic and applicability problems with animal models, suggests that if
mini-brains became phenomenally conscious then their use should be subject
to ethical and regulatory restrictions. Julian Koplin and Julian Savulescu
(2020) argue that any advanced brain organoid system should be regulated
under existing frameworks for stem cell research until the point at which
consciousness is reached. While establishing when this happens in an (at present hypothetical) in vitro system would be a difficult issue, there are some
forms of experimentation that are nonetheless permissible even on conscious
entities. If this were not true, Koplin and Savulescu argue, then it would be
impermissible to experiment on animals for worthwhile human ends. Consciousness does not mean we should not use mini-brains (assuming there is
no other viable alternative) since, like animals, we do not afford them the
same protections as person and, unlike human fetuses, lack the potential to
become persons. We would, however, afford them similar protections to
those currently afforded to laboratory animals.
In the context of reform of toxicology, if a motivation for developing organoid models is to replace non-human animals in neurotoxicity testing for
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ethical reasons, then it would be dubious to attempt to do so by simply introducing another model system that raises the same or similar ethical objections regarding harms to conscious entities that do not count morally as persons. The argument that it would be permissible to use brain organoids in
experiments for ends that promote human welfare is predicated on the assumption that we already tolerate it when we use conscious animals for legitimate human ends under ethical and regulatory oversight in biomedical and
toxicological research. So, to be fair, the context is somewhat different. For
example, Koplin & Savulescu suggest a reformulation of Russell & Burch’s
3Rs alongside adopting a more comprehensive account of moral principles
needed for brain organoid research (ibid., p. 763). Since an aim of brain organoid technology is to study phenomena for important human ends that are
not well instantiated in animal models, there are of course good ethical and
epistemological reasons for doing so.
But at the same time, brain organoid models in the hypothetical advanced
form we are considering here would nevertheless represent a potential diversification of ethical constraints on toxicology. Conscious brain organoids
would be novel entities requiring new regulatory oversight in ways perhaps
analogous to model organisms within an additional institutional arrangements given that protections would go beyond existing protections for stem
cell research. And the issue, again, is that if the aims of toxicological reform
are indeed to address the ethical, regulatory, and economic burdens of animal
experimentation, there is something troubling about the strategy of doing so
by creating potentially novel morally considerable entities as well as additional forms of oversight. In any case, we should not expect a novel technological
intervention into normative problems of chemical risks to undercut the existing ethical and regulatory obstacles to tackling the shortfall in toxicity testing.
In summary, an argument from shared ethical burdens may not help to
encourage novel in vitro stem cell assays to tackle the ethical problems associated with animal research if there is still a significant contribution of animal
data to the validation of alternatives. Below I will briefly sketch a suggestion
that attempts to distinguish a more modest and transitory role for animal
data. SCT also appears to increase the ethical and regulatory constraints on
toxicological research due to its dependencies on therapeutic stem cell biology. The ethical problems are not new but the juxtaposition of the ethics of
stem cell research and animal experimentation is likely to result in increased
stakeholder and regulatory scrutiny of the field. Furthermore, there are potentially novel ethical issues arising from advanced developments in in vitro
modeling that might have applications in toxicology. Brain organoid models
may require a diversification of ethical and institutional oversight in addition
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to the increase of constraints arising from the intersection of therapeutic
stem cell biology and animal experimentation.

5. In Vitro Models Of and For
One positive suggestion I would like to make before I close is that SCT practitioners are constructing and developing models with an important generative function in toxicology. SCT models can be thought of as an in vitro version of a kind of experimental model Marcel Weber calls “in vivo representations” – “a representation that shows the typical features of a model, such as
being idealized, simplified, multiply-realizable, and so on, but where the thing
that does the representing is alive” (Weber 2014, p. 765). SCT models might
then be described as a form of ‘in vitro representation’. However, according
to Weber, experimental models “provide knowledge of causal processes that
generalize to systems where biologically and chemically different kinds of
causes are at work” (ibid., p. 764). In other words, they are like computational models used to construct simulations in the sense that they function as
stand-ins, the systems modeled are multiply realizable by a range of potentially very different biological processes. SCT models as a form of ‘in vitro
representation’ would then differ from Weber’s idea of in vivo representations not merely because of the material difference between in vivo and in
vitro systems but also because in vitro representations lack this sense of multiple realizability and yet nonetheless ‘stand in’ for their target systems. But
crucially, in vitro representations in toxicology studies stand in for both their
targets and (at least purportedly) the animal models they are intended to replace. However, this does not mean that an accurate representational function
is what most importantly establishes the current function of the models used
in SCT.
Drawing on Evelyn Fox Keller’s (2000) distinction between models of and
models for, Emanuele Ratti (2018, p. 787) argues that in molecular biology,
scientists can adopt alternative cognitive dispositions towards the same model.5 On the one hand, they may focus on the explanatory power or representational accuracy of a model. On the other, scientists may be concerned with
the redeployment of the model in ways that can result in new forms of experimental intervention, rather than the explanatory or representational aspects
of the model. I would suggest that Ratti’s elaboration of the modelsof/models-for distinction can be extended to SCT. As in vitro models of, pluripotent stem cell models in therapeutic and developmental biology provide
crucial mechanistic insights into cell differentiation and development enabling novel experimental interventions as in vitro models for translational
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medicine. Moreover, the redeployment of pluripotent stem cell lines as models for developmental toxicology suggests new forms of experimental intervention. For example, the construction of the murine EST and later human
forms of EST based on hESC and hiPSC are used to probe the effects of teratogens on the capacity of in vitro models to issue in healthy cardiomyocytes,
hepatocytes, as well as other cells. This was done not simply to provide more
accurate representations of the target systems, but rather to seek novel experimental interventions capable of offering plausible higher throughput models
to study toxicity without relying on in vivo models for ethical and pragmatic
reasons.
This redeployment has proved problematic. But this is perhaps in part due
to a conflation of the different dispositions towards SCT models. For novel
in vitro models to constitute models of human target system, they would already have needed to demonstrate what is in need of support, namely, that
they are veridical surrogates for the study of human developmental toxicity.
Admittedly, however, it is not just the epistemological uncertainties regarding the validation of these models that is in question but also their ethical
advantages. In toxicology, as I hope will now be clear, epistemological and
ethical factors interact in model design, standardization, and validation. As in
vitro models for, SCT models play more of a legitimate generative function
because they offer novel means of experimental intervention not possible
prior to the redeployment. Due to this generative aspect to in vitro experimental models for, the ethical as well as epistemological strengths and weaknesses emerge along with these interventions as the models and their derivatives, such as organoid models, are used to extend the network of emerging
models in toxicology. Furthermore, it can make somewhat more sense of the
task of validating SCT models by referring to (among other sources) data
from in vivo animal studies. Aside from the successful validation of the murine EST, the idea that toxicology remains significantly dependent on data
from model organisms is problematic if these models as regarded as model of
their targets. But as models for it may not be quite so difficult to reconcile
the relationship of evidence to models if, as Duronio et al. (2017) appear to
suggest, models in biomedicine and toxicology can be used to ‘mediate’ between model organisms and humans. Although the details of this transfer of
knowledge between model organisms and humans via organoid models in this
case would need to be clarified, the idea that novel experimental systems
permitting new means of intervention in this context would lie somewhere
between LaFollette and Shanks’s distinction between hypothetical analogue
models and causal analogue models. In any case, as in vitro experimental
models for, SCT and their derivatives remain tied to the technoscience of
model organisms and hence are unlikely to replace them in the near term.
And in addition, as a redeployment of models in therapeutic stem cell biolo-
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gy, they will not offer quick technical solutions to the normative problem of
chemical risk.

6. Conclusion
The work on replacement alternatives alongside the reduction and refinement
of animal models in toxicology is very important for ethical and epistemic
reasons. However, SCT models and their derivatives do not overcome the
ethical problems they were intended to solve. At present, they would appear
to suggest an increase and diversification of ethical and regulatory constraints
on toxicology. However, they serve a potentially crucial generative function
as in vitro models for by offering novel forms of experimental intervention
capable of probing the flawed transfer of knowledge between non-human
animals and their human target. The broader message I hope this paper conveys is that there should be more focus on the ethics of replacement alternatives because of the possible negative public and policy responses if the kinds
of drawbacks – not simply the technical drawback – are not acknowledged.
Perhaps the predicament surrounding the shortfall in toxicological testing,
which is an ongoing long term normative problem of chemical risk, will inevitably results in attention on ‘downstream’ technological responses to the
problem. It remains to be seen whether the kinds of developments discussed
here are not only technically viable, but also ethically viable and in terms of
regulatory oversight. Moreover, we need to cultivate more ‘upstream’ analyses in a way that I take recent developments in the ethics of chemistry to be
suggesting. For example, by scrutinizing the commercial incentives and pressures that contributed to the shortfall in toxicology testing in the first place
might focus more attention on the decisions and motivations that have resulted in such a predicament, since it seems reasonable to suggest that the
problems are best addressed not post hoc but also by employing more regulatory foresight.
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Notes
1

2

3

4
5

I will not discuss these issues at any length here. For a detailed introduction, see
Devolder 2015.
However, this would be an example of the ‘extrapolator’s circle’ – the idea that
once we have established that non-human animal models instantiate the causal
similarities needed to underwrite inferences from model to target, it seems dubious that we would need the animal model to fulfill such a function (LaFollette &
Shanks 1995, p, 157). For an account of how extrapolation from non-human animals to humans are legitimate in spite of causal disanalogies, see Steel 2008.
One advantage is the capacity to develop organoids and while there are drawbacks
(e.g., the lack of vascularization) these kinds of problems are merely ones of ‘engineering’ (ibid.).
See for example https://ncats.nih.gov/tissuechip/about.
I thank an anonymous referee for drawing my attention to developments in the
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